
 TEKA desinfecto Spray 
PRO / ECO / 

BASKET

...give your customers 
a secure feeling.

Hygienic. Simple. Safe.

lubrication - dosing - controlling



Disinfection spraying system
For a safe feeling of your customers.

Hygienic handling when shopping. Nobody wants to carry the spray bottle 

with disinfectant and wipes in their hand anymore. 

Give your customers a feeling of security. They will thank you for it.

With our further development of the proven spraying system TEKA exacto 

Spray, this is exactly where we come in: simple and convenient disinfection 

of shopping carts, baskets and luggage trolleys. 

Space-saving. Comfortable. Hygienic.

The precisely aligned spray valves automatically wet the handle surface with 

disinfectant. The customer no longer needs to touch a switch to activate them. 

The fine spray mist is triggered contact-free by a sensor. The disinfectant is 

supplied directly via a hose from the original container.

In addition to the disinfection of the car handles, every customer can disinfect 

his hands just as conveniently.

Due to the high degree of automation and the contactless operation we 

achieve a practical and fast handling on site ... without high personnel 

expenditure.

Compact and mobil
Our systems impresses with their compact and space

saving design made of high-quality materials. 

At the same time, the shopping cart version 

is equipped with four fixable rollers for 

easy transport as well as a stop for exact  

positioning. For the outdoor area with a 

wind-protecting enclosure, for the indoor 

area the enclosure was omitted.

Simple disinfection

                 Advantages

 Feel secure with your customers

 Image - Enhancement

 Contactless release

 Exact wetting of the carriage/luggage 

  cart handles

 Finest spray mist without dripping

   Visually appealing (e.g. in the entrance area)

Disinfection of shopping carts in outdoor areas:

TEKA desinfecto Spray PRO

1

desinfecto ... everything hygienically clean!

desinfecto Spray 
-  against viruses and germs

 y We would be pleased to submit you an  

offer for your individual applicationor   

or carry out spray trials and test demon- 

strations - also for surface disinfection.

 y You are welcome to contact us.



Description Unit

Connection 230 V

Dimensions  L/W/H* 1.345 x 1.193 x 1.400 mm

Dimensions  L/W/H* 400 x 1.050 x 1.370 mm

Dimensions  L/W/H* 450 x 460 x 2.080 mm

Materials Casing:

•  Stainless steel, 

•  anodized aluminium 

Spray valves:

•  Stainless steel, brass, FKM

Delivery time short term after arrangement, 

direct delivery and service by us

Disinfection of shopping carts indoor:

TEKA desinfecto Spray ECO 

Disinfection of shopping baskets indoor:

TEKA desinfecto Spray BASKET

Disinfection of luggage trolleys

TEKA desinfecto Spray LUGGAGE
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* Subject to modification



Our contact with you - but secure!

Close contact with our customers is particularly important 
to us at TEKAWE - which is why we provide the necessary 
security.  Because in nine times out of ten, our products 
are always individually made and created according to the 
agreement with our customers.

That is why we are pleased about your inquiry. Tell us about 
your plans and we will work on a suitable solution for your 
individual problem so it will run like a clockwork.

Contact

TEKAWE GmbH
Siewekeweg 6
D - 33758 Schloß Holte-Stukenbrock

Fon: +49 (0) 5207 - 9558-0
Fax: +49 (0) 5207 - 9558-70

info@tekawe.de
www.tekawe.de

30 Jahre

www.desinfecto-spray.de


